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Why a Newsletter?
Tri-State’s Oil Programs encompass a wide variety of functions and activities that
extend beyond the local community, and include oiled wildlife response on an
international scale. While our industry partners and donors are aware we provide
oil spill response assistance with wildlife, they may not be aware of the team’s
daily planning and preparedness activities to ensure that when we get the call, our
service will be professional.
The Oil Programs biannual Oiled Wildlife Log or OWL, will provide you with
updates about the organization so that you can better understand the inner
workings of Tri-State’s Oil Programs and why we are a vital team member within
the response community. Articles may be contributed from our executive director,
outside partners, or our own highly trained CORE Team volunteers. The
newsletter will also provide information on trainings and events that Tri-State is
attending or hosting. ◊

“...My work and goals
are not conscious
choices; they are an
ethical part of my
moral being...”
- Lynne Frink, Tri-State Founder
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Band Encounter
Data
149 individual Brown Pelicans
have been encountered since
release.



4 with auxiliary orange bands



132 with alphanumeric
auxiliary bands (243
encounters; 115 birds were
seen live at least once)
[136/418 = 32.5% encounter
rate]



13 with metal bands only
[13/194 = 6.7% encounter
rate*]

Two Brown Pelicans being released after decontamination and rehabilitation

Band Encounters of Rehabilitated
Brown Pelicans Following the
Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill
by Erica Miller , DVM

*All 13 encounters of birds without
auxiliary bands were made when
the bird or the band were in hand,
rather than read at a distance. This
is a contributing factor to the lower
encounter rate for these birds.

During the Deepwater Horizon response in 2010, 1295 oiled birds were rehabilitated, banded
with standard metal bands, and released. 612 Brown Pelicans were banded, 418 of which
were also color-marked with a large plastic band —known as an auxiliary band— on the
opposite leg. Two types of auxiliary bands were used on the pelicans: solid orange bands,
and red or pink bands with unique alphanumerics consisting of two digits and a letter.
To avoid recontamination, birds ready for release in May, June, and July 2010 were taken to
the Atlantic coast of Georgia and Florida, the southwest coast of Florida, and the south Texas
coast. After the first week of August, all birds were released into suitable habitats in the state
from which they were captured

Post-release Encounters
Band encounter reports rely on the finder to correctly record the band number, date, location
and condition of the bird and report it to the United States Geological Survey Bird Banding
Lab. Many additional encounters were reported but were not identifiable to individual birds
(either an orange band, or unspecified red or pink band was noted, but ID numbers were not
read). For example, 57 orange band encounters occurred between July 2010 and December
2011 alone; however, only one was specifically identified by reading the metal band.

Pelican with a metal band and pink
auxiliary band labeled C90

The longest confirmed living Brown Pelican is an immature bird that was released on 7 July
2010 in Ft. Desoto, FL and was seen alive on 12 January 2020 on Sanibel Island, FL, 9.8
years after release. The band was read on the bird, and to the best of our knowledge, this bird
is still alive.
Three pelican encounters occurred in Mexico; one of which was released in Georgia and
encountered in Mexico 4.5 years later.
In 2011, nine banded pelicans were confirmed nesting, and six of those nests successfully
fledged 17 young; four of these young were examined while still in the nest and their blood
work was found to be in the same normal range as that of four young from nests of unoiled
adults.
The use of color auxiliary bands greatly increased the post-release encounter rate, especially
of live birds, and bands enabled the discovery of successful nesting and rearing of offspring
by rehabilitated oiled birds in the wild. ◊
Pelicans released on 28 Sept 2010
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L. Leon Campbell
& Alice P.
Campbell Wildlife
Response Facility
Features
Tri-State’s state-of-the-art
wildlife response building is
built primarily to house wildlife
impacted from a contamination
incident. Planning took over
three years, using our own
personal experiences and
lessons learned from previous
responses to create a unique
facility with specialized
equipment.

USCG Auxiliary Team getting staff and volunteers properly signed in for the exercise

Campbell Building features:


Variable Refrigerant Flow
heating system



Radiant in-floor heat in
animal care areas



Grated floor system in the
wash and rinse area



10,000 gallon underground
oily waste water drum



5 on-demand hot water
heaters



Water pumps move water
200 gal/min



Overhead, retractable
hoses and electrical outlets

Want a tour? Email
oilprograms@tristatebird.org to
schedule.

Internal Exercise Overview
by Michelle Knapp, Oil Programs Manager
Months of planning culminated in Tri-State’s second internal exercise, designed to
test the ability of our organization’s staff and resources to respond to a
contamination event affecting wildlife. As emergency responders, we are very
familiar with last-minute changes; with an original scheduled date of 18 October
2019, the exercise had to be postponed until 17 January 2020 due to a real-life
activation event. What may have been seen as a setback actually bought us three
additional months to make improvements to the design, leading to a successful
exercise.
We had over 60 participants and external observers throughout the day, including
Tri-State staff, CORE team and board members, USCG Sector Delaware Bay,
USCG Auxiliary, Philadelphia Zoo, Maryland Zoo, Adventure Aquarium, Delaware
Emergency Management Agency, Department of the Interior, US Environmental
Protection Agency, DE Department of Natural Resources and Environmental
Control, Clean Harbors, Ramboll, NJ Office of Fire Department Preparedness, and
NJ Department of Environmental Protection.
External observers were provided a unique opportunity to view the building “in
action” without the additional safety concerns or stress of an actual response.
Observers were scheduled for either a morning timeslot, which allowed them to
view medical admit exams and husbandry setups, or an afternoon session with a
view of carcass washes of both reptiles and birds.
With a plausible exercise scenario and over 20 injects, we were able to provide an
opportunity for staff and volunteers to react quickly and practice deploying
supplies and equipment, standing up the response facility, and training in areas
such as volunteer scheduling, media relations, finance, contracts, medical
admissions, decontamination, and rehabilitation during a response. Practice
makes perfect! Save the date, as we hope to continue this new tradition with the
next anticipated internal exercise in 2022! ◊
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Best Friends Forever: NOAA Emergency
Response Division and Tri-State
By Frank Csulak, NOAA Scientific Support Coordinator
It’s interesting that the formation of Tri-State and NOAA’s Emergency Response Division were
both motivated by major spills in the Northeast less than a week apart in 1976.
Tri-State had its beginning on December 26, 1976, when the Liberian tanker Olympic Games,
ran aground in the Delaware River, causing the sixth major oil spill in a three-year period.
Despite the efforts of many people, thousands of animals died because little was known about
helping oiled wildlife. As a result, in 1977, Tri-State was founded by Lynne S. Frink to study the
effects of oil on birds and to find a way to successfully treat wildlife. Coincidentally, NOAA’s
Emergency Response Division started around the same time as Tri-State with the December
15, 1976 Argo Merchant grounding that ultimately spilled 7.3 million gallons of bunker oil off the
coast of Nantucket Island, Massachusetts.
Mr. Ed Levine, retired NOAA Scientific Support Coordinator (SSC), was the first SSC to work
with Lynne Frink during the 1976 Olympic Games oil spill. Since that time, I would venture to
say that just about every former and current NOAA SSC across the United States has worked
with Tri-State and has recognized their work ethic and commitment for what they do best,
saving wildlife.

Tri-State’s Annual
Benefit for the Birds
Mischief for a “Caws”
A Benefit to Crow About

Friday October 30th
6pm - 10pm
Deerfield Country Club

My first experience working with Tri-State was during the 1994 Barge Berman oil spill in San
Juan, Puerto Rico. At the time I was working in NOAA’s Damage Assessment Center, whose
responsibility it was as a trustee to recover damages for injuries to natural resources. I became
an SSC in 2005 and since that time have probably responded to 20 spills where Tri-State
headed up Wildlife Operations. Whenever the opportunity presents itself, whether it is an actual
spill response, a training event, or an RRT meeting, I have always advocated Tri-State as the
premier wildlife response organization and will continue to do so as long as I am an SSC
because of their compassionate care, humane research, and education. ◊

Newark, DE 19711

More details to follow

Tri-State Bird Rescue &
Research, Inc.

Our Mission
The mission of Tri-State Bird Rescue & Research is to provide professional,
compassionate rehabilitation to native injured and orphaned wild birds and
contaminated wildlife, and to promote their stewardship through education and
humane research.
Tri-State’s Oiled Wildlife Response Team strives to reduce the impact of oil and
other contaminants on wildlife and to provide rapid response, effective
treatment, and humane care for animals that become contaminated wherever
needed, practical, and feasible on a global basis.

170 Possum Hollow Rd
Newark, DE 19711
(302) 737-9543
Tristatebird.org/oil

facebook.com/tristatebirdrescue
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